My selection as scholar for the 78th biennial Conference gave me the opportunity to gain variety of experiences.

As a scholar, I learnt from researchers around the world on the issues that are important for my research, and also for my country.

For my research, I had the opportunity to attend working group on natural resources.

For my country, I attended session on transitional justice and refugees. The first one showed the mechanism of transitional justice confronted with criminal law. Cameroon is currently facing internal conflict, and traditional justice can be a solution to end the conflict. Also, with session on refugees, I learnt how my country can use refugee law to bring back our nationals back, and also how it can manage in-country refugee, or help them return in their land when necessary.

As a scholar, I had the opportunity to link with other scholars. In Sydney, everyone presented his/her work to others, and the advices were shared. And we are now from, linked one to other.

Lastly, as an ILA member, I had the opportunity to meet the members of my working group of natural resources. We worked together, and I presented my work to the group.

Thanks a lot to ILA for this memorable opportunity that is helpful to connect researchers and share experiences.